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Title IX Policy
It is the policy of Bryant College of
Business
Administration
not
to
discriminate on the bas is of sex in its
educational programs, activities, or
employment policies as required by Title IX
of the 1972 Education Amendments.

Notice of Nondiscriminatory Policy
As To Students
Bryant College of Business Administration
admits students of any race, sex, religion ,
color , national and ethnic origin to all the
rights , privileges , programs, and activities
generally accorded or made available to
students at the school . It does not
discriminate on the basis of race, sex,
religion, color, national and ethnic origin in
administration of its educational policies ,
admissions policies, scholarships and
loan programs, and athletic and other
school-administered programs.
Cover: Brooke A. Sykes '21
and Pres. O'Hara in
St. Petersburg, FL.

/
Appointed to National YMCA Board

Title IX Conference

of the subcommittee on education of the
Rhode Island Permanent Advisory
Commission of Women , published in 1974.
Written by Ms. Marsella and entitled, "An
Overview of Sex Stereotyping in Rhode Island
Public Education 1974," the report considered
employment practices, physical education
programs, counseling procedures , and
enrollment in professional/vocationally
oriented courses . Dr. Thomas Schmidt, R.I.
Commissioner of Education, also addressed
the group .

JOAN MARSELLA, Associate Professor of
Social Sciences, chaired a statewide
Conference entitled , "Target on Title IX
Techniques, " at Bryant on February 8. The
conference was a direct outgrowth of a report

SE NATOR JOHN O. PASTORE addressed
members of the Delta Omega Professional
SOCiety of Bryant College at a dinner meeting

DR . BARRY FULLERTON , Vice President for
Student Affairs, was appointed a member of
the National YMCA Board. Dr . Fullerton will
serve on the Armed Services Committee for
the 1977-78 term . This is considered one of
the major corporate committees of the
National Board which operates 26 branches
throughout the continental United States ,
Alaska, Hawaii, the Canal Zone and Scotland.

Pastore spoke to Delta Omega
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on March 1. Recently retired from the U. S.
Senate, Senator Pastore described the cu rrent
Presidency as " a breath of fresh air." He also
answered questions relating to the need for
nuclear energy, the dangers of deali ng with
the government of Idi Amin , and the
upcoming SALT 2 talks . One hund red forty
Bryant Students attended the event.

Regional Alumni Clubs
PRESIDENT WILLIAM T. O'HARA personally
helped launched fou r reg ional al umni clubs
over the past several months. Appearing In
Washington , D.C., St. Petersburg and Fort
Lauderdale , FL, an d Hartford, CT, the
President met alumn i and talked to them
about the College.
The reception in St. Petersburg was
organ ized by Mildred Voyer Schauerte '41 .
College Trustee Fe lix Miran do and Attorney
Bernard Jackvony '67 hosted the Fort
Lauderdale meeting. In Connecticut Barry
Siegal '65 coord inated the reactivation of over
60 alumn i in the greater Hartford area.
According to Alumni and Deve lopment
Director, Fraser Lang , future p lans would
indicate activating additional reg ional groups
all over the country.

Tanner Scholarship
The Tanner Scholarship, in memory of Dr.
Frederick C. Tanner, was announced by the
Board of Trustees in January. The full
academic (tu ition) scholarsh ip will be
presented to a student concentrating in
management during the fiscal year 1977-78 .
A Presidential Scholarship Committee will
make the selection based on the student's
scholastic ability as well as financ ial need.

New Faculty Offices
Ri bbon cutting was in order when the new
Faculty Offices located off the Rotunda
officially opened February 4. The Faculty
Coord inators, Dr. James O'Neil, Professor
Joseph lIacqua and Professor Robert Meek
joined new faculty secretary Joanna Grady in
inviting the College to help "warm " the new
facilities. The residents are very pleased with
their new quarters.

Named Assistant Editor
Dr. Catherine Stevenson has been named
assistant editor of a new scholarly journal, The
Victorian Studies Bulletin. The Bulletin , an
international, interdisciplinary clearinghouse of
information about the entire range of Victorian
studies, will appear four times a year . The
initial issue , published February 25, was
funded by a grant from Baruch College of the
City University of New York, from the
Northeast Victorian Studies Association , and
is published at Bryant College with the
assistance and support of the English
Department.
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Action Plan For
Success
After Termination
by Richard V Broil
Materials Consultant Engln elln9

Editors Note: Dr. Barone teaches Produc tion
Management in Bryant's Graduate School.

The purpose of this article is to help you,
by positive action, begin c: new ora of
prosperity and fulfillment c fter a
shocking experience. I am writing this
because I have experienced termination.
a situation resulting in both positive and
negative actions . listing these may help
you to reali ze th at you are not unique;
you mu st pick up the new cards and
play them to your best advantage .
1. Th is should be a period of
introspection. Examine those things that
you and your mate feel are important.
What do you like to do? What are your
areas of expertise? Of primary
consideration at this time is your family ,
particularly your mate, who may not
understand your behavior. Think of her
feelings . Try to resolve your problems
together.
2 . Your exit interview is over . The
Personnel people who interviewed you
did not make the termination dec ision .
They are there to help . They can help
you with your resume ; and they can
recommend employment agenc ies, thu s
saving you time. Don 't be too proud to
accept their help. You are also entitled
to collect unemployment compensation
. .. DO IT! You need all the help you can
get.
3. You were terminated because of " lack
of work " - not fired - a distinction
clearly set forth by my first employment
agency. (My wife couldn 't believe I was
doing my job and yet was terminated .)
Don 't lose faith in yourself - you have
nothing to be ashamed of. Think of the
NASA moon program cuts, after
reaching the moon , or the cancellation of
the supersonic transport program (SST) .
4. Take positive actions :
a. Assess your talents honestly.
b. Take time to organize your thoughts
and write your resume before charging
off to your first interview. Sleep on it for
at least one night before you finalize it.
c. Arrange with others to critique
resumes , role-play interviews and
otherwise help each other .
d . Inform others that you are looking for
work.

e. Practice interviewing secondary
interests before approach ing your first
choice.
f Use th is opportunity to try someth ing
different us ing security of
unemployment as a base ; e.g., I am
starting my own consulting com pany
and hoping to find in teachi ng a usefu l
experience and a fi nancial base .
5. Take time to th ink, but try not to waste
it by :
a. Feeling sorry for yourself.
b. Expending time and energy on
negative thoughts about your former
employer or feeling that " I'll show
them ."
c . Refusing to believe that you are
probably through with your former
company.
d. Taking rash action ; e.g., "Getting
loaded ," " punching someone ," or
accepting the first thing available , etc .,
which won 't help secure the proper
position .
6. Your resumes should be handled wi th
honor and decorum . Be careful about
who rece ives them and follow their
progress . The best employment
agencies are professional , helpful and
excellent. Unscrupulous agencies do
exist.
7. Ascertain what information your form er
company will divulge. For example , the
company which I worked for gave the
last position job title, dates of service ,
and the fact that termination was due to
a reduction in force and lack of work,
rather than firing .
8. Think of what you can do for a
company - this is the reason they will
hire you. Mutual benefits will accrue , but
the company or agency you are talking
to is your customer.
9. After talking with agencies , realize
that there may be a three-week wait , or
more, before they respond . It takes time
for them to send out your resume and
time for prospective companies to
evaluate it with regard to their needs .
10 Some of the nic est th ings I can
imagine have ha ppened to me since my
termination . People , who I never realized
cared abou t me , offered suggestions ,
leads an d encouragement.

A Profile of MBA
Students
Bryant College
by Associate Professor John Willi ams

the area of concentration. Others have
chosen areas such as accounting,
marketing, finance, and systems
management.

A survey was conducted in the fall of
1976 and in the spring of 1977 to find
out who attends the evening MBA
program at Bryant College, why they
pursue their studies towards the MBA,
and how they feel about the total
program offered at Bryant.
Questionnaires were distributed to nearly
200 students to gather all kinds of
information including some personal
data, reasons for their study, and their
feelings about the MBA program . A
summary of the responses by these
students are given below :

Management
Accounting
Marketing
Finance
Systems Management

Financial Aid Received by Students

Age
Approximately two-thirds of the students
are in the group of 20-29, and one-third
of the students are in the age group of
30-39. About 8 percent of the students
were above 40 years.

Residence
About eighty percent of the students are
residing in the state of Rhode Island and
the remaining twenty percent are
commuting from Massachusetts. The
students residing in Rhode Island are
widely scattered allover the state , but
relatively speaking there are more
students from a few towns including
Providence , Cranston , Warwick,
Cumberland, and Woonsocket. The
students commuting from Massachusetts
reside in twenty-one different towns.

Educational Background
Students have varied academic
backgrounds. Only twenty percent of the
students have a Bachelor's Degree in
business administration . Forty-five
percent of the students hold a B.A.
Degree and twenty percent hold a B.S.
Degree. They have majored in a wide
range of subjects in their undergraduate
studies . About six percent of the
students have a degree in engineering .
Five percent of the students have
post-graduate degrees such as M.S .,
M.B.A., and PhD .

78%
18%
2%
1%
1%

employed only three percent work for the
Government. Ten percent are employed
in educational and medical institutions.
Those who are employed in private
industries and commercial
establishments hold different kinds of
supervisory and management positions
in the following functional areas :
Finance
Prod uction/Engi neeri ng
General Management
Marketing
Systems Management
Personnel

27%
26%
19%
18%
9%
1%

The MBA students at Bryant are
employed in different kinds of industries
and establishments . The following is a
list of the main classifications of
industries and other institutions:
Manufacturing Industry
Banks
Retail Stores
Educational Institutions
Social Service Organizations
Insurance Companies
Government (Federal & State)
Construction Industry
Financial Institutions
Food Industry
Transportation, Utilities, Hospital,
CPA & Engineering Firms

47%
11%
9%
7%
4%
4%
4%
3%
3%
3%
5%

Employment

Area of Concentration in MBA
Programs

Eighty-five percent of the students are
employed somewhere. Of those who are

The majority of the students in the MBA
program have selected management as

About twenty-seven percent of the
students receive some type of financial
assistance from the government. The
tuition paid by fifty-two percent of the
students are reimbursed by their
employers .

Reasons for Joining MBA Program
The responses of the students show that
they have joined the MBA program for
several reasons, the summary of which
is given below : (Out of a total of 200
students several have given more than
one reason .)

Reasons

# of
Responses

a. I need the MBA for my promotion 10
b. I will have better chances for
promotion with an MBA
116
c . In the near future I don 't expect a
promotion even after I get my MBA
38
1
d . I need MBA to keep my job
e. I am just interested in furthering
my education
105
f. I feel that the knowledge I gain
will be useful to me
95
g. The main reason is to enhance
my status and prestige
33
h. To make use of financial
assistance available to me
25
i. To try for a better job elsewhere
84
j. Other reasons
30

General Opinion About the MBA
Program
Eight students indicated that the
requirements of our MBA program are
too tough ; twenty-five indicated that the
requirements are too easy, and one
hundred and forty indicated that the
requirements are fairly satisfactory.
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Impressions of the
Soviet Union
by Professor James Estey

During the month of January, I was given
a special opportunity to spend two
weeks visiting four cities in the Soviet
Union : Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, and
Odessa. In some ways, the prospect
was forbidding . I knew that I would be
confronted with an alien and difficult
language and a variety of unfamiliar
customs and restrictions. I would be
living in an authoritarian society where
Americans would probably be regarded
with suspicion , and where the January
temperatures are frequently below zero .
And yet, I was very excited about
going. Probably it was because the trip
promised to be a fascinating adventure :
full of surprises and challenges , and
potential dangers and lots of
opportunities to learn more about other
people and about myself. Besides, I
teach a course in Russian History at
Bryant, and I wanted to check out what
the textbooks had to say about this
far-away country . My goal was to get
beyond the stereotypes and the myths
and experience "Communism " first
hand . I must say that in many ways I
was impressed .
I was impressed first of all by the
vastness of the land . More than one-third
of our flying time was spent flying over
Russia, not to it. The Soviet Union
occupies one-sixth of the land surface of
the world and is almost three times the
size of the United States . It has twelve
time zones! Much of Soviet territory is
sparsely populated , and it seemed that
the land was almost endless.
The cities of the Soviet Union
resemble ours in some ways , but I was
impressed with the differences. We saw
broad clean streets with apartment
houses of three to ten stories in cities
that seemed well-planned , orderly and
uncongested , if a bit drab and colorless.
There were no gaudy billboards or
blinking advertisements . The occasional
picture of Len in or Breshnev with an
accompanying slogan was almost
welcome . There weren't many
automobiles, but plenty of taxis, and no
traffic jams . Each of the cities boasted
an excellent public transportation
system, and the underground subway
stations of Leningrad looked like works
of art with plenty of light and color, and
numerous cleaning personnel keeping
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things spruced up. One building that
especially impressed me was the
beautiful and colorful St. Basil 's
Cathedral in Red Square . This seemed
to be like a fairy-tale castle next to the
red brick wall of the Kremlin.
The Soviets are a people who place
great emphasis on education , culture
and sports . It was fun to visit a
kindergarten in Odessa and play with
the children . Good behavior was
expected , but there was plenty of
warmth . The University of Moscow is
huge and has comfortable
accommodations . There is one course in
American History taught at the University
of Odessa. Everywhere in Russia, I saw
people reading - on subways , in
restaurants and even in department
stores . Every child in the Soviet Union is
required to study at least one European
language, and instruction in English ,
French , or German begins in the fifth
grade . The Soviets take great pride in
their ballet and in the opera, and I
noticed the construction of a number of
new sports stadiums .
I was surprised to find a
newly-developing interest in preserving
the past in the Soviet Union . For
decades, the Communists paid little
attention to the heritage of the tsars or of
the Russian Orthodox Church ,
pretending that the Russian past could
easily be left behind . Many remaining
relics of Russian history were damaged
or defaced by the Nazis during the
Occupation , and now billions of rubles
have been earmarked for the restoration
of palaces and cathedrals . The visitor to
Russia cannot ignore the many markers
and memorials that stand as rem inders
of the Soviet people's monumental
sacrifices during World War II. As
Schiller remarked , " Only by Russians
can Russia be conquered. "
I was impressed with a kind of
community spirit which I experienced in
Russia. On crowded buses it was
common for people to pass their money
or their tickets from the front and back of
the bus to the middle where the ticket
validation box was located . Once I was
with a couple who were asked by a
stranger on the street for a cigarette .
Since the couple did not smoke, they
gave him money instead.

" Why?" I asked. "We have what we
need, " they said, "and it's good to share
what you have." It was strange somehow
to contemplate that perhaps there is
more "Christian charity" in Moscow than
there is in New York.
The few Russians I came to know well
were overwhelmingly generous and
open . They were inquisitive about the
U.S. and eager to check out their
impressions . They were also willing to
express their criticisms of both our
society and their own ; but, of course ,
only in private . They were most envious
of America's material wealth and the
individual freedom of our citizens. Very
few Russians own automobiles and most
live in tiny apartments . The standard of
living is somewhat lower, although
poverty is a rare phenomenon . In
particu lar , they were envious of my
freedom to speak my mind and to
travel - to Africa and Europe and to the
Soviet Union . None expected to be
permitted to travel outside the Iron
Curtain.
My Russian friends were openly
critical of the conditions of
unemployment in the U.S. Virtually
everyone is guaranteed a job in the
Soviet Union and the society seems to
value the contributions of its workers
more than we do. It is not uncommon fo r
street maintenance personnel and taxi
drivers to earn more than doctors and
teachers. I remembered Marx 's view that
a person finds himself and defines
himself through his work .
They were also critical of what one
Soviet called our " self-interestedness ."
He felt that Americans are primarily
interested in promoting the ir own
success , and tend to be careless about
social problems - the plight of Blacks
and Indians, for example. He also
pointed to our rising crime problem , a
point which did not really come home to
me until I returned to the U.S. and
discovered that my apartment in
Providence had been robbed while I was
in Russia. My tour guide made several
positive comments about Americans, but
she also described us as too aggressive
and outspoken and often insensitive to
the feelings of those around us.

Student Senator
Pete
Kistenmacher
by Michelle Demers

In the Soviet Union , there is great
respect and concern for the needs of
society: but not much attention is given
to the rights of individuals. In the United
States, most individuals are provided
with a great deal of freedom, but some
of the problems of society are neglected .
Pe~h .aps , a~ . Andrei Sakharov (the
gUiding SPirit of the Soviet dissidents)
has suggested , "we can learn from one
another ."
"Russians are more modest and
e~hib~t better manners in public
~Ituatl~ns," she said; "they rarely
In publIC or make a lot of noise."

smoke

. But more than anything, I was
Impressed with the variety of human
personalities I encountered in Russia.
There were store clerks who would do
n?thing but stare or look away when I
tried to ask them a question in my
barbaric Russian , and then there was
the clerk who put on her coat and
walked with me to the place I was
looking for. There was the Russian
woman who scolded and snatched away
her young son when I offered him some
chewing gum, and there was the mother
who beamed with pride and pleasure as
her eleven-year-old practiced his halting
English with me on the subway. In an
Odessa restaurant , one Russian left the
table soon after learning that I was an
Ame~ican , and soon after, another
RUSSian came over to introduce himself
and proceeded to engage me in a most
stimulating conversation along with,
well - far too many glasses of vodka.
Maybe what I learned in Russia that's
really important is that, despite our
differences , we share a common
humanity whether we come from the
U.S.A. or from the U.S.S.R. I suspect that
only when enough of us have become
fully awa~e of th is common humanity will
the promise of a unified and peaceful
world have a chance of being fulfilled.

Reprinted with permission from the Archway
student newspaper, March 10, 1977.
'
Edited for the Alumni Bulletin .

th~

Senate Vice-President Pete
Kistenmacher, just returned from a
seminar ~e led on leadership at
BrandYWine College in Wilmington ,
Delaware on March 7, described the
~xperience as "the most important th ing
I ve done In college. " At his former
college he had the opportunity to relate
to 71 students what he had done at
Bryant and what student government
meant to him. Brandywine College is the
school Pete attended before transferring
to Bryant two years ago .
While at Brandywine , Pete became a
freshman senator and president the
following year. " I always liked things like
that, " he said .
The first time Pete lost an election at
Bryant, it was because he was told he
could run , but when it came time to vote
the senators told him he could not run '
because of his classification number as
a transfer student. "After that I took a
major interest in what the Senate did "
he says . The second time, speeches'
were not made in the Rotunda because
the. Senate did not get the microphones
which Pete considered to be the heart of
the campaign, while his signs were torn
down because he did not have the right
set of rules on campaign policy. In
response to his campaign efforts , he lost
60 votes .
One day last February (1976) Pete
was elected Vice-President of the
Executive Counc il. The next day he was
elected Chairman of the Student
Programming Board when the board
decided that the Vice-President of the
S~nate should chair the meetings . All
thiS happened when Pete was still
getting his bearings on how Bryant
College is run .
One of the new senator's goals was to
learn to understand and deal with
people, which would help him in the field
of Hotel Administration and Institutional

Ma~agement. Pete says he'd like to start
off In a management position in a hotel
and. work his way up to managing hotel
chainS through a central business office.
Through the Senate, he feels that "the
more people I can get to understand
the better it will be for me in the futur~ ."
Pete 's main interest has been the
Student Programming Board, to see it
grow since he became its chairman .
From the start he didn 't want money
wasted and went for quality rather than
quantity . His other idea was to get more
student Input by allocating activities and
responsibilities.
Pete can tell you from experience that
" If you 're on the Senate, you have to
make it your main interest." He thinks
many senators don 't do their share . He
thinks the Senate was disorganized last
year and says, " I can 't exactly see what
they got done ."
Pete says he is happy with the
a~ditional campus activities , including
thiS semester's first-rate lectures for the
first time, and the work the Student
Programming Board has done to bring
~bout such activities. For this he would
like to thank them for all their help as he
cannot do it personally.
If anyone is interested in student
government, Pete will take the time to
talk to you and tell you what you have to
k~ow , what to expect. He is willing to do
thiS bec~use " We need a strong Student
Senate right from the beginning ," he
says.
"Do you know what I like best that I've
been able to do?" Pete asked. I've been
able to get a lot of things done without
everyone knowing who I am . Until now
anyway. "
'

(Pete Kistenmacher is also a Big Brother, a
member of the Servitium Club and Drama
Club, and until recently worked a 30-hour
week for State Line Motor Inn in Attleboro .)
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Swiss Experience
by Professor Wally Camper

For most people, New Year 's Day is the
time to watch football games and
recover from the celebration of the night
before, but January 1, 1977 was the
beginning of a twenty-three day Swiss
Experience for nine Bryant Hotel,
Restaurant, and Institutional
Management majors.
Departing from Boston 's Logan Airport
on Swiss Air flight 126, Beth Phelps ,
Madison, CT; Maribeth Benedetto,
Woodbridge, CT; Bob Wayne,
Wilmington, DE ; Joy Wittenzellner
Plainfield, NJ; Mark Cota, Fairfield, CT;
Craig MacBeth, West Simsbury., CT;
Milissa Rocco, N. Providence, RI ;
Margaret Messier, Central Falls, RI ; and
Tom Dela'ney, Cranston , RI looked
forward to Alpine skiing , chocolate ,
Fondue, and study - not necessarily in
that order, of course!
Upon our arrival in Geneva we
checked in at the Hotel Bryron and
prepared for our scheduled field trip to
the Hotel Intercontinental. Since the main
theme of the trip was the study of Food
and Beverage Management along with a
Survey of International Hotel
Management, Geneva seemed a most
appropriate starting point.
On January 3, 1977 we departed for
Leysin and the American College of
Switzerland. This was to be our base of
operations for the next three weeks. No
one was disappointed by the beauty and
magnificance of our temporary Alpine
village home. An early visit to the
American College was hosted by its new
President, Dr. Francis Horn, former
President of the University of Rhode
Island , and an honorary degree recipient
of Bryant College.

The most impressive of these visits
was to the Nestle's Headquarters . I
arranged the visit through Robert
Partridge, Bryant Class of 1972; Bob is a
Management Recruitment Officer with
the Stouffer Corporation in Cleveland,
Oh io. Since Stouffer is owned by Nestles
and I have maintained a close liaison
with Bob, I sought his assistance in
arranging the visit.
High lights of the Nestle's visit were
discussions with Mr. F. Lemaistre,
Director, Restauration Nestle S.A, a tour
of the facility which won an international
architectural award in 1966, a tour
through the newest section which
includes employee dining rooms as well
as the most modern kitchen and food
preparation areas. Finally , and most
impressive , was the luncheon with
Nestle's executives . The Executive
dining rooms are located at the upper
level of the Headquarters Complex and
command a view of Lake Geneva and
the French Alps on one side, while on
the other side there are the vineyards of

.~

It

Class sessions were held both at the
American College and at the Hotel
Universitaire which is owned by the
Swiss Student Association and is one of
five such facilities located throughout
Switzerland.
Since the purpose of the program was
to blend classroom field visits and
firsthand observations, the group was
extremely mobile during the three-week
session . Field visits included La
Braconierre Restaurant in Leysin,
operated by a former student of mine ,
the cheese factory and Cheese Institute
in Gruyere, Switzerland , and Nestles
International Headquarters in Vevey,
Switzerland .
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Or. Horn of the
American College
greets Bryant
students.

-.

the Canton and the magnificent Swiss
Alps . It was an experience that we shall
all long remember . I might add that
those of you (Bryant grads) who have
toured Europe with me in the past will
appreciate the value of such a venture .
While everything about the trip was
interesting, exciting , and at times
breathtaking , there was one instance of
tragedy. Dougal Haston, world famous
mountain climber and resident of Leysin ,
died in an avalanche during the second
week of our stay . Mark Cota offered his
services in the search and recovery
operation but was refused because only
qualified members of Swiss Mounta in
Association are used in such
undertakings.
Day trips to Zermatt and the
Matterhorn , Geneva , Lausanne, Berne ,
and an excursion into France rounded
out the program . A side benefit of the
trip was the opportunity for Bryant
students to meet and exchange ideas
with students from other colleges and
universities . Many of the students from
AC .S. are from countries other than the
U.S. Ideas were formulated about these
students during sessions attended by
the Bryant contingent as guests of the
student body at AC .S.
Another group of students were taking
a course in Literature and left us with the
distinct impression that they would have
enjoyed a course in Food and Beverage
Management.
Our departure from Geneva was
nearly postponed because of bad
weather but no one really seemed to
mind. Lots of comments were heard
about staying forever, "accidentally"
losing the return ticket, and many similar
comments. Now that we are nearly half
way through the spring semester , it
seems that our Swiss Experience
happened an eternity ago .
Just to assure ourselves that it was all
real , we met at the Camper residence in
East Greenwich on February 23 for wine
and a beef Fondue . Everyone
exchanged stories, compared pictures
and experiences , and talked about
going back again soon! Next year
maybe Hawaii!?

For old times sake
plan to attend
Bryant '771
Bryant '77, an alumni/reunion festival, is
expected to attract nearly one thousand
alumni and friends to the campus for a
wide variety of activities. Scheduled for
June 17, 18 and 19, the program is
designed to appeal to all alumni ,
regardless of age.
Brian Drought '66, MBA '73, is serving
as chairman of the committee, which is
planning the program, coordinating
arrangements and preparing the campus
to receive its special guests .
The tentative schedule includes a
barbecue with live music on Friday
evening, seminars , a College reception ,
class reunion luncheons (classes of
1927, 32, 37, 42, 47, 52, 57, 62 , 67, and
72) , dedication ceremonies for the gifts
of the Classes of 75 and 76, a cocktail
party, an Old Guard Luncheon , and the
Annnual Dinner Dance.
The pool, bowling alleys, athletic
facilities , snack bar, and game room will
be open to alumni . Brycol, the student
services foundation , plans to serve beer
and wine in Country Comfort, the student
pub , and to open its boutique and its
offices, located in the historic Amie
Mowry House. The Alumni House will be
open and tours of the campus will be
provided . Dorm itory rooms will be
available at nominal cost .
Some alumni chose to bring family
and spend the entire weekend last year,
whi le others attended only one function ,
such as the Annual Dinner Dance. Over
six hundred people participated in the
weekend , coming from as far away as
North Carolina and Ohio. This year
inquiries have come from California!
Mailings announcing full details of the
weekend program will be sent to all
alumni shortly, and a major planning
session for reunion class committees has
been set for April 23.
In addition to Drought, committee
members include Charles E. Bradley '69;
Glen D. Camp , Professor of Social
Sciences; Karen Carley '68 ; David M.
Daggett '75; Robert DiPrete, Special
Events Coordinator; Paula P. lacone '69;
V. Carol Kerr, Student ; John F. '64 and
Paula P. Little '64; Alice H. McLaughlin
'41; Almira B. Monroe '20; Dorothy H.
O'Connel '41 ; John S. Renza '70; and
Louise R. Scott '65 .

BRYANT "77's
Special Guest
Benjamin
Armstrong, Class of
1902
Bryant College has made a lot of
progress since 1902 and one of its
students of that year, Benjam in
Armstrong , has covered a lot of miles.
Other than a brief visit to the Smithfield
campus last summer, Mr. Armstrong has
never seen the " new" Bryant. In fact, he
timed his vis it for a holiday last year so
no one was even here to greet him . Now
the College wants "to make it up to him."
He has been invited to be a special
guest of the College for Bryant '77 in
June on the occasion of the seventy-fifth
anniversary of his attendance .
For Benjamin Armstrong to attend
Bryant '77, he will have to travel quite a
distance since he lives in Walnut Creek,
Cal ifornia . But, then , Ben Armstrong has
traveled quite a bit in his day. Born in
Westerly, Rhode Island, he attended
Norwich Academy, worked for a mill
supply wholesaler and in his uncle's
pawnshop before coming to Bryant . One
day, a distant relative told Ben he " had
no business working in a pawnshop ."
" He told me to apply at the then Bryant
and Stratton Business College in
Providence ." After completing courses in
stenography, typing , and writing, Ben
began his travels . Along with Ozias
Tillinghast of Providence, he took off for
Alaska to search for gold! Ben can
recount in detail how the search ended
unsuccessfully, sending him back to
Bryant to graduate in June of 1903.
The wandering bug must have bitten
Ben Armstrong but good on his first trip
to Alaska. During his career he worked

as a stenographer for the Canal Service
in Panama, for Martin & Hall in
Providence , and then as Deputy
Collector for the Bureau of Clubs and
Playground in the Panama Canal Zone .
On a trip to California in 1928, Ben
accepted his next job with the EI Fuerte
Mining Company in Mexico, another
mining venture doomed for an early
failure . So, off he went to San Francisco
as a bond salesman for S.W. Straus &
Co. for the beginning of a career in
stocks and bonds which eventually led
to the establishment of his own firm in
1950. He retired in December 31, 1970
at the age of 90 .
Ben Armstrong has outlived two wives
and is presently married to the former
Esther Wilson.
Now 97 years old , and probably
Bryant's oldest living alumnus , Ben
Armstrong still likes to travel . He makes
regular trips to the East Coast and
everyone at the College is hoping that
he will attend the June alumni festivities .
After all, how often do you get to meet
someone who has lived in Alaska,
Panama, Mexico , and California since
graduating from Bryant 75 years ago!
Note : Information for this story was
provided by Mr. Armstrong 's niece, Alice
Armstrong Baxter of Cranston, and
nephew, Richard Armstrong of West
Warwick.
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Alumni Update
Alumni Elections Set
This spring, for the first time , the Bryant
alumni will have an opportunity to elect their
own alumni trustee of the College. The person
selected from the field of four candidates will
sit as a full voting member of the College's
Board of Trustees for a five year term. The
first alumni trustee, Walter C. Tillinghast '53 ,
was appointed to his term which expires in
September, 1977, by the Alumni Council
Executive Board. He was recently chosen as
Vice Chairman of the Board of Trustees as
reported in the last issue of this Bulletin .
In addition to the trustee election , all alumni
will be asked to choose three members for
the Executive Board of the Bryant College
Alumni Association from a slate of six
candidates. These Board members will all
serve three-year terms , commencing in
September of 1977. The Alumni Council
Board works with the Alumni Office of the
College in running alumni programs such as
reunions , Old Guard functions , alumni student
activities, and the establishment of regional
clubs .
The Trustee Nominating Committee (Karl F.
Ericson '58, and Donald A. Lopes '58) has
announced the slate of names as follows :
Nicholas T. Goluses '48
Philip H. Hayden '59
Jere St. Angelo '61
Ronald A. Van Brocklyn '56
The Alumni Association Executive Board
Nominating Committee (Lawrence E. Brown
'69, Chairman ; Walter C. Tillinghast '53; and
Susan Cepetelli Nagle '68) has announced
the slate of nominees as follows :

Chairman Gulski, Mike Hammer, Howard
Siegal, Gretchen Thornbloom, and Don
McClain .
way . Thornbloom , a sophomore from Bayport,
N.Y., and McClain , a freshman from North
Attleboro , Ma., will help to recruit volunteers
for the Annual Fund Phonothon scheduled for
the evenings of May 2, 3, 4, and 5. Fraser A.
Lang , Director of Alumni Relations and
Development, stated that " last year , students
were among our most outstanding volunteers .
Alumni enjoyed the chance to talk to students
about what Bryant is like now."
A buffet supper will be served to all
volunteers on the Phonothon evenings ,
followed by a brief training session .

Annual Fund Report
The corporate campaign phase of the
1976-77 Bryant College Annual Fund is
progressing under the personal direction of
Nelson J. Gulski '26, Chairperson of the Fund
Drive. More than thirty committee members
are contacting some one hundred
businesses . Two hundred other firms will
receive a letter from Gulski .

Arnold E. Abbott '62
George A. Battey '49
Leslie Kirker Hubbard '44
Frances Lee Kennedy '38
Michael W. Tripp '75
Peter S. Vernet '72
Ballots containing full biographical
information on all nominees will be mailed
shortly.

College Alumni and Development
Programs Involve Students
Four Bryant undergraduates are deeply
involved in College Alumni and Development
programs, and that number is sure to
increase in the weeks ahead. The four
students are Michael Hammer '77; Howard J.
Siegal '77 ; Gretchen E. Thornbloom '78; and
Donald A. McClain , Jr., '80. All sit on the
national steering committee of the 1976-77
Bryant College Annual Fund which is headed
by Nelson J. Gulski '26, former President of
the College .
Hammer, a senior from Oceanside, N.Y. ,
and Siegal, a senior from West Hartford , Ct. ,
are working on the Senior Class Gift
campaign , the organization of which is under
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Chairman Gulski talks with Fred Tanner,
MBA 75 (left) and Don Lopes '58 (right)
about plans for the Annual Fund.

In the first ten days of the drive, more than
$10,000 in new committments were received.
"The encouraging thing is that we can point
to fifteen firms already who are making
first-time gifts to the College ," reports Gulski .
Among the alumni serving on the committee
are Arnold D. Abbott '62; Charles E. Bradley
'69; Joseph L. Duffy '69; Karl F. Ericson '58;
David J. Gardam '52 ; Clarence W. Jarvis '36;
Howard R. Lewis '48; Rita Marks '25; Lloyd
Saunders '26; William J. Sheehan '42; Mitchell
Sherwin '31; Frederick S. Tanner MBA '75;
Charles Wielgus '47; and Everett C. Wilcox
'38.
In the alumni phase of the Fund Drive,
plans include additional mailings and a
Phonothon set for May 2, 3, 4, and 5.
"We are well ahead of last year's record to
date, but we have a long way to go, " reports
Fraser A. Lang, Director of Alumni Relations
and Development. "We do show considerable
gains in attracting first-time donors and
increased gifts, but more must give more if
we are to reach our $100,000 goal. "

Alumni Directory Publication on
Schedule
In early March, the Alumni and Development
Office shipped one dozen boxes to Harris
Publishing Company. The boxes contained
thousands of questionnaires completed by
alumni as part of the survey done in
preparation for the publication of the first
alumni directory since 1968.
In addition, forms were completed for
thousands of alumni who did not complete
questionnaires and who will now be contacted
by the publisher with the hope of updating
their records .
Countless hours of work were necessary to
compile and arrange the questionnaire
materials before they could be shipped. The
vast part of this effort was done by Elvira
Cardarelli Knight '26, who volunteered her
services to the Alumni and Development
Office. She was assisted by Helen Rose
Jones '21, Louise Ruvolo Scott '65, and Marie
(Mrs. Roger A. '59) Francoeur. "The College
owes these people, and particularly Mrs.
Knight, a real debt of gratitude in making our
directory possible ," says Shirley C. Barden,
Assistant Director of Alumni Relations and
Development. "It is difficult to fully appreciate
the work that went into this project unless you
saw it with your own eyes as I did. The task
was tremendous."
Harris Publishing will research and
complete the directory at no cost to the
College and will sell the books exclusively to
Bryant alumni. The College will not receive
any money from the sales. The directory is
scheduled for publication next winter.

Changes on the Alumni Council
Board
Claudia A. McElroy '74, a member of the
Executive Board of the Bryant College Alumni
Association for the past two years , has

President O'Hara
Attends New
Regional
Alumni Meetings
Repnnted wi th permission from the Archway, the student
newspaper.

submitted her resignation for personal
reasons . Secretary of the Board during her
term , Ms. McElroy has been an active Board
member , serving on a number of committees ,
including the 1975-76 Annual Fund Special
Gift Committee and the Bryant '76 Committee.
Charles Bradley '69, President of the Board ,
accepted her resignation "with regret and
si ncere appreciation for her outstanding
service to the Association and the College. "
Brad ley also announced that he has
appointed Elvira Cardarelli Knight '26 of
Narragansett, Rhode Island , to fill Ms.
McElroy's position, which runs until June of
1978.
Mrs. Knight was cited in the last issue of th is
Bulletin for her outstanding volunteer
contributions to the alumni program . Widow of
a retired Navy Lieutenant Commander , she is
herself retired from the R.I. State Department
of Labor . Mrs . Knight is active in a number of
community organizations . " In the appointment
of Elvira Knight to the Board ," said Bradley,
"we recognize service to Bryant and add
someone with tremendous energy and ability
to our Executive Council. "

Alumni from allover the country are
discovering that their distance from the
Smithfield campus need not prevent
them from renewing their ties to Bryant
and even chatting with our new
President. Over the past several months ,
regional alumni clubs have
been activated in Wash ington , D.C.; st.
Petersburg and Fort Lauderdale , Florida ;
Hartford, Connecticut and Rhode Island .
President O'Hara attended each of
these events, meeting alumni and talking
to them about Bryant College . Fraser
Lang, Director of Alumni Relations and
Development, said future plans would
indicate activating add itional regional
groups in a number of other locations .
The reception in Fort Lauderdale was
hosted by College Trustee Felix Mirando
and Bernard Jackvony '67. The event
took place in Mr. Jackvony's handsome
law office in the Landmark Bank
Building , The St. Petersburg alumni met
in the club quarters of the apartment
complex where hostess Mildred Voyer
Schauerte '41 resided , The Florida
alumni were particularly impressed with
the color slide presentation of the
Smithfield campus , since most of those
attending had graduated from Hope
Street. According to Fraser Lang , there
are 300 known Bryant College graduates
in the Florida area. The Hartford meeting
was coordinated by Barry Siegal '65,
brother of Howard Siegal '77 and
attracted over 60 graduates .
The Rhode Island meeting on March
16, chaired by Louise Ruvolo Scott '65,
drew over 100 alumni from all over the
state and has sparked interest in
expanding the number of alumni
chapters within the Rhode Island
borders from one to several ,
Each newly organized club plans to
meet again in the spring for another
program and to make plans for a full
schedule and events starting next fall ,
Fraser Lang stated , "Through these
groups, we hope to increase alumni
interest in the College and to strengthen
their ties with their alma mater,"

The regional meetings were arranged
by Fraser A. Lang and Shirley C,
Barden, the Director and Assistant
Director of Alumni Relations and
Development, with the cooperation of the
Alumni Association Executive Board
headed by Charles E, Bradley '69.
Vice-President of Public Affairs Gertrude
Meth Hochberg introduced the President
at each event.
" Regional alumni groups, launched by
our President, have opened up a whole
new dimension in alumni relations ,"
stated Lang , " Bryant College is fondly
respected all over the country , The
mutual benefits from these newly-formed
associations are limitless ,"
Those persons interested in any of
these club activities should contact the
Alumni and Development Office or local
contacts as follows :
Washington, D,C. area:
Richard Longo '66
The Sterling Institute
2600 Virginia Ave. N,W" Suite 1100
Washington , DC 20037
(202-965-1100)
St. Petersburg, Florida, area:
Mildred Voyer Schauerte '41
1183 85th Terrace , N " Apt. C
St. Petersburg , FL 33702
(813-531-8911)
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, area:
Bernard A. Jackvony
Sciarretta & Jackvony
480 Landmark Bank Building
4901 N, Federal Highway
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33308
(305-491-4800 - office)
(305-236-2559 - home)
Hartford, Conn., area:
Barry L, Siegal '65
251 King Philip Drive
W, Hartford , CT 06117
(203-527-8274 - office)
(203-236-2559 - home)
Rhode Island area:
Louise Ruvolo Scott '65
2 Prospect St.
Greenville, RI 02828
(401 -949-2178)
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Regional Club Photos

In Rhode Island, Mrs . O'Hara (center) greets Vice
President for Academic Affairs, Lowell Smith, Elwood A.
Palmer '64 and Mrs . Palmer.
In St. Petersburg , Clarence Bourcier '46 shares a
memory with Mildred Voyer Schauerte '41 and the
President.

In Hartford, memories are shared by Mario J. Zangari
'66, William R. Scott '66, MBA 7 3 and Louise Ruvolo
Scott '65, and Patricia DiMuzio Zangari '66.

In Hartford, Pat Killian Mahan '57 and Barry Siegal '65
welcome the guests.

In Rhode Island, Fraser Lang, Director of Alumni
Relations and Development signs up Evelyn Vigeant
Anderson '34 and Rita Marks '25 for the phonothon .
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In Washington, Joan Tomlinson McDonald '54 and Vyra
Imondi '55 discuss the evening (foreground) as John A.
Toole '53 and the President listen to a hidden alumnus .

Promotions and
Announcements

Richard W. Young elected
President of Congdon & Carpenter
Company, Providence, RI.

Barry Ringelheim is a
stockbroker w ith Loeb Rhoades in
Hewlett, NY.

Timothy R. Scanlon appointed
finance director for the city of
Warwick, RI.

'41 Edna Proulx Gingras to head
of Mortgage Department,
Woonsocket Institution for Savings,
Woonsocket, RI.

'50 Sheryl Exley Crowley
appointed new guidance counselor
at Ponagansett High School in RI.

Gerald J. Wess, appointed
assistant VP for Loan and Credit
Administration Northern Connecticut
National Bank.

'73 David R. Bateman, Sales Rep.
for Kendall Co. has moved to
Glenmont, NY with his wife, Sue, and
their two sons.

Bruce H. Young promoted to
chief accountant, Pawtucket Finance
Department, Pawtucket, RI.

George R. Carello promoted to
captain of the Cranston Police
Department, Cranston, RI.

'70 Robert A. Calderwood
appointed Chief Accountant,
Penobscot Bay Medical Center,
Rockland, ME.

1st. Lt. Mark E. Robbins is
member of Marine Medium
Helicopter Squadron 263,
Jacksonville, NC.

Albert R. DeSantis appointed
controller at Federal Chain Company,
Providence, RI.

'74 Magdi Bichay appointed Sales
Manager at J.B Prata Ltd.,
Providence, RI.

Edward A. McGuire, Jr.,
appointed general manager, sales
and service office of the Paul Revere
Life Insurance Co., Burlington, VT.

MBA George J. Brisson, Jr.,
Ass't Controller, Southeastern Mass.
Univ., was elected to the School
Committee in Warren, RI.

Louis Zipkin appointed to the
Borough Council, Danielson, CT.

William A. Perry, Director of
Sales for Chilton Company, has
moved to Thorndale, PA with wife ,
Myrna, and two sons.

Trafton J. Daigneault
appointed new assistant controller at
Clifford Metal, Providence, RI.

'64 Jill Parkin Kay and husband,
Fred, have two girls and reside in
CA.

Joseph L. Sabatino appointed
a departmental officer of Old Stone
Bank, Providence, RI.

Harry V. Mikaelian appointed
executive VP, Killingly-Brooklyn
Chamber of Commerce, Danielson,
CT.

Linda M. Unsworth, appointed
instructor in the Office Education
Department at Bunker Hill Community
College.

Edmund Oliver, Jr. is Ass't
Prof. of Accoun ting at RI Jr. College.

'71 MBA Harry Friedmann,
ap pointed manager of Information
Marketing Systems and Field
Engineering for Data General
Company, Boston, MA.

'48 Raymond R. Stephens named
an Accredited Executive in Personnel
by the Accreditation Institute of
Am erican Society for Personnel
Administration in CT.
Jack Wilkes named president
of the Central New England Council
of B'Nai B'rith.
'50 Anthony S. Stasio was recently
the guest speaker at the Professional
and Business Women's Lodge 2055
Order Sons of Italy in America,
Boston.
'51 Samuel C. Lauricella named
organizations director of the advisory
board of the Volunteers of America,
New Bedford, MA.
Richard P. Reed named
president of the Norwich Area
Chamber of Commerce, Norwich, CT.
'52 Anthony 0 ' Adamo promoted to
Vice Presid ent of control - Cherry &
Webb Department Stores.
John Recupero of
Schenectady, NY, listed in 1977
edition of Who's Who in the East and
Who's Who in Finance & Industry.

Robert L. Major awarded CPA
certificate from RI Society of CPA's.
John Szarzanowicz awarded
CPA certificate from RI Society of
CPA's.
'62 James Q. Clemmey, Jr: named
to the corporate staff of
Thomas-Young Associates, Inc. , as
business manager, Marion, MA.
David G. Needs named ass't
treasurer and credit manager of
Reed & Barton, in MA.
'63 Joseph McGee and his wife,
Sondra Chadwick McGee and their
two boys recently moved from
Greensburg, PA to Warren, OH .

'55 Vyra Imondi is a product
manager of the Letter Mail Division of
the US Postal Service's Customer
Services Department, Washington,
DC.

'65 Pat Nadeau MacKenzie, her
husband, Gardner, and their two
children live in Granby, CT.

'56 Gerald P. Chernoff named
Administration Ass't, Wishard
Memorial Hospital, Indianapolis, IN.

John Wakefield appointed
Associate Commissioner-administration,
Maine Department of Mental Health
and Corrections.

'57 Raymond J. Peach appointed
Senior VP American National Bank,
Hamden, CT, and also el ec ted
president of the Board of Directors
for Catholic Family Services, North
Haven, CT.
'58 Normand Champeau is
resi dent partner of Brindamour & Co.,
Woonsocket, RI.
Charles Dean named vice
president-finance and controller of
the Beaconway Fabrics division of
Zayre Corp., Framingham, MA.
Joseph A. Fatone named to
the Connecticut Bank and Trust
Company, No rwich Associate Board
of Directo rs, CT.
'59 Gilbert Moreno appointed
Director of Finance for the Safety
Prod ucts Division of Americ an
Optic al Corporation, Southbridge,
MA .

'66 Dr. Kenneth La Salle named
Dean of Instruction at Rend Lake
College, Ina, IL.

Steven R. Hill, received MBA,
'73 from Boston University and is
Manager of Marketing with Vetco
Offshore, Inc., Ventura, CA.
'72 Milton R. Carey appointed
sergeant of the Woonsocket Police
Department, Woonsocket, RI.

MBA '73 William R. Scott has
been named Corporate Controller,
Capehart Corporation, Norwich, CT.

MBA Joseph F. Clark
appointed assistant administrator at
Sturdy Memorial Hospital, Attleboro,
MA.

John R. Stoddard recently
attended a five-day course for
general agents, managers and
supervisors of the Boston Office of
New England Mutual Life Insurance
Company.

Stewart E. Cohen is
personnel/affirmative action assistant
for the Resea rch Foundation, State
University of NY.

William N. Turner was awarded
a CPA certificate by the RI Society of
CPA's.
Mario J. Zangari, partner in the
law firm of Copelon, Schiff and
Zangari, elected chairman of the
board , Hospital of St. Raphael
Foun dation, Inc., New Haven , CT.
'68 Robert Petrin awarded CPA
certificate from RI Soc iety of CPA's.

Steven L. Diamond elected
President of Long Island Brokerage,
NY., and was married December, '75.
Robert E. Heslin, sales
engi neer with Narragansett Electric
Co., was presented Man of the Year
Award, by the Greater Providence
Chamber of Commerce, Prov., RI.
James V. Rosati appointed
assistant vice p resident, Personal
Banking Group of Old Stone Bank,
Prov., RI.

a

John J. Nakowicz awarded
CPA certificate from the State Board
of Accountancy.
'75 Arthur H. Bentley appointed
marketing communications supervisor
for Norton Company's Safety
Products DiviSion, Providence, RI.
Jeffrey C. Mills representative
for Hershey Foods Corp., Los
Angeles, CA. was married to Patricia
A. Shea, December 18, 1976.
Richard R. Brazeau promoted
to plant manager of the Portland, ME
Health-Tex plant.
Navy Seaman John Cameron,
aboard the nuclear aircraft carrier
USS Enterprise, based in Alameda,
CA., is partiCipating in "Kangaroo II ",
the largest peacetime training
operation in Australia.
Joseph F. DiCenzo promoted
to lieutenant of the North Providence
Police Department, RI.
Lawrence Monastesse named
associate director of fiscal operations
for Blackstone Valley Community
Action Program, Pawtucket, RI.
MBA Stephen J. Moussas
apPOinted instructor in Management
at Becker Junior College, Worcester,
MA.
Frederick J. Paine is chief cost
accountant for Ocean Spray
Cranberries, Hanson, MA.
Michael G. Piff, sales rep. for
Norwich Products Div. of
Morton-Norw ich Prods., Inc . recently
com pleted a sales refresher course
at the home office in Norwich, NY.
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Robert F. Ragno appointed
media research assistant for Horton ,
Church & Goff, Inc., Providence, RI.

Robert A. Smith and Elaine E.
Renzi on October 3, 1976 in
Cranston , RI.

Bradford T. Hartley and Susan
Carol Gattozzi on June 5, 1976, in
MA.

Stephen Allen Sousa and Joyce
Davidson on December 19, 1976, in
Framingham, MA.

Jeffrey Read is a sales
representative for Knott Sheehan,
MA.

'72 William F. Moody and Mary C.
Spiegel '75 on August 24, 1976 in
CT.

Steven D. Hoffman and Mary
Beth Cario on June 6, 1976, in
Vernon , CT.

Larry Charles Tedeschi and
Louise Anne Robin on August 7,
1976, in Pawtucket, RI.

MBA Helmut Ricke promoted
to Manager of Technical
Administration of American Hoechst,
Sommerville, NJ .

Norman Joseph Roy and Lyn
Aileen Gessner on October 17, 1976
in Coventry, RI.

A. Rief Kanan and Rebecca
Ruth Davis on August 21 , 1976 in
Durham , CT.

Albert E. Turcotte, Jr. and
Patricia Ann Pellerin on November
13, 1976, in Woonsocket, RI.

'73 Jeffrey Doppelt and Elissa
Faye on November 14, 1976, in NY.

Raymond E. Kenahan and
Carol A. Essex on August 29, 1976
in Warwick, RI.

Born To

Jeryl Johnson Robbins
promoted Ass't to Director Press
Relations, Heublein, Inc., Farmington,
CT.
'76 MBA John L. Conklin-manager
in strategic planning for Sun Oil Co.,
Delaware .
Barbara L. Goujon appointed
business education teacher at Case
High School, Somerset, MA.

Married
'30 Edward C. Ganz and Elsie
Craig - August , 1975. They live in
Newport, RI.
'51 Louis B. Tortorice and Ann
Marie Nunes '58 - August 5, 1976
in Barrington, RI.
'54 Robert D. Rutter and Janet E.
Walker on November 13, 1976 in
MA.
'61 John A. Scungio and Sharon
Goodhue on August 21, 1976 in
Cranston , RI.
'62 William Temele Braley and
Catherine Audrey Bridge on October
23, 1976 in Greenwich, CT.
'64 Charles Agar and Judith
Seyboth on November 13, 1976 in
South Attleboro , MA.
'66 Russell Keith Bell, Jr. and Ann
Tino Palmisciano on November 13,
1976 in Warw ick, RI.
'68 Joseph C. Bullock and Diane E.
Carroll on October 2, 1976 in
Westerly, RI.

Andrew Robinson and Donna
Stein Crystal on January 1, 1977 in
Hyannis, MA.
'69 Murray Copp and Anne
Sausele on October 2, 1976 in
Lynnfield , MA.
'70 James W. Heath and Marion
Frances Maby on October 2, 1976 in
Kittery, ME .
Ernest Joseph Hutchins, Jr.
and Heidi Paula Schway in Pacific
Palisades, CA.
MBA '76 Ernest J.
Maciorowski and Leda M. Slater on
August 21, 1976, in Cumberland , RI.
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Ken Farley and Elaine A. Brino
on May 17, 1975 in NY.
Alan Feuer and Rosemary
Voccaro on June 6, 1976 in NY.

Gardiner Bannister Reynolds II I
and Barbara Ellen Saccucci on
October 9, 1976 in Newport, RI.
Paul D. Smith and Karyn
Mazor '74 on October 12, 1975, in
Newton, MA. He is employed as
District Merchandising Manager for
Select Magazines, Inc., of NY.

Michael S. Kind and Dianne
Flannery on January 14, 1977 in
Taunton, MA.
Donald G. LaPorte and Mary
G. Rego on October 9, 1976 in Fall
River, MA.

Ronald Rene Lariviere and
Paula Jo Pascale on November 6,
1976 in North Providence , RI.
Ralph Manzi , Jr. and Martha J.
Harrison on October 2, 1976, in
Greenville, RI.

'57 Roy E. Pascoe and his wife ,
Mary Azevedo Pascoe, their first
child, Kristen Lee, on November 12,
1976.
'58 James Chames and his wife,
Lorraine Boyajian Chames, a son ,
Gregory James, on October 22,
1976.
'63 Everett S. Walker, Jr., and his
wife , Janet Eaton Walker, '64, a
daughter Kimberly Susan , on
November 29, 1976.
'64 Gerald Gorman and his wife,
Barbara Johnson Gorman, a son ,
Paul Jason , on August 20, 1976.

'74 Salvatore Caimano, Jr. and
Patricia Doyle on August 28, 1976, at
the Providence College Grotto , Prov.,
RI.

Steven W. Mclaughlin and
Dolores A. Bialack on September 4,
1976 in Stamford, CT.

Gary Robert Caldwell and
Susan Sybil Robichaud on July 31 ,
1976 in North Attleboro, MA.

MBA John Thomas Sheridan
and Donna Lee Russell on November
28, 1976 in Cranston , RI.

Robert Edward Grasing and
Nancy Scott Anderson on January
22, 1977 in Warwick, RI.

William Scott Sweeney and
June Elizabeth McGonigal on
January 8, 1977 In Moorestown, NJ .

Melvin L. Hagar, Jr. and Joan
M. Savage on August 7, 1976 in CT.

James Craig Teixeira and
Maryann Sohigian on August 14,
1976 in Whitinsville , MA.

'67 Samuel L. DiSano and his wife ,
Christine Gillett DiSano '66 a
daughter, Sarah Emily on November
14, 1976.

'76 Charles R. Bailey, Jr. and
Roberta A. Capaldi on October 23,
1976 in North Providence, RI.

'70 Edward Andrews and his wife,
Bernadette, a daughter, on
November 8, 1976.

Steven J. Hales and Peggy Lee
Stern on March 27, 1976 in FLA.
Robert A. Ronzio and
Katherine M. Siino on December 4,
1976 in Barrington, RI.
Rob Salamida and Gloria
Sanchez on November 7, 1976, in
Cranston , RI .

Royd Bjornoy and Laurel
Bishowon May 22, 1976, in Boston,
MA.

MBA David L. Winnegge and
Jean Marie Goudreau on December
4, 1976 in R.I.

Craig T. Bogar and Christine
Barbaro on June 5, 1976 in Oakhurst,
NJ . They are resident counselors at
Mt. Ida Jr. Coll ege , Newton Center,
MA.

'75 David A. Clark and Karen J.
Leco - November 27, 1976, in
Cowesett, RI.

Brian Desilets and Joanne
Kollett on November 5, 1976, in
Uxbridge,MA.

Kent William Crook and
Catherine Rita Menchion on
September 5, 1976 in North Branford ,
CT.

Kevin William Heyde and Ann
Elizabeth Smith on January 8, 1977,
in Danbury, CT.

Steven Anthony Evangelista and
Evelyn Anne Grenus on January 15,
1977 in Cheshire , CT.
Paul Fitzgerald and Kathleen
Hanly on October 30, 1976, in West
Springfield, MA.

Mark A. Lamontagne and Diane
Marie Dumas on August 29, 1976, in
Albion , RI.
Gary Joseph McKitchen and
Mary Ann Champagne on August 14,
1976, in Warwick , RI.

'66 Christopher P. Larkin and his
wife, Kathleen Melosh Larkin, a son,
Scott Christopher, on November 7,
1976.

Ted Unser and his wife ,
Darlene Pixley Unser, a daughter,
Christine Donnell , on November 16,
1976.

'72 Rick Braccini and his wife,
Karen Cassatly Braccini, a
daughter, Cheryl Christine, on
November 23, 1976.

In Memoriam
'96 Lillie G. Evans, January 25,
1976. She lived at 255 Main Street,
Pawtucket, RI.
'21 Ella B. Cooke, September 15,
1976. She resided at West Street,
Ashaway, RI.
Albert Jenkins, August , 1976.
He resided at 112 Summit Street,
Pawtucket, RI.
'27 Joseph S. Borges, November
4, 1976. He resided at 132
Croton-on-Hudson , NY.

TRANSCRIPT REQUEST FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE (Note Change of Fee)
BRYANT COLLEGE, Smithfield , Rhode Island 02917
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR
REQUEST FOR TRANSCRIPT OF RECORDS

Mr., Miss, Mrs. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
maiden name

print your name

Current Student

Yes

No

Undergraduate School _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Day _ __ Evening
Graduate School _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

street address

Number of copies to be sent
city

state

Type or print plainly within the space below the name and address of the person
and/or institution you wish to receive this transcript.

Social Security Number _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date of Birth _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Purpose of request _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(i.e . Job Interview, Grade, School, Transfer)
Note: A transcript will be issued ONLY if all financial obl igations to the College have
been satisfied and the transcript fee has been paid. Allow ten days for processing .
Official transcripts are not Issued to students. An unofficial transcript may be ordered
for personal use.
The fee is $2.00 per copy.

Note:

Fill out a separate form for each additional transcript to be sent to another
address.

SIGNATURE

DATE _ _
(Transcript cannot be released without Signature)

What's New?
Change of Address Form

Anything new or exciting happened to you lately? If

SO,

let us know.
Class: _ __

Name:
If you are planning on moving please
take a few minutes and send us the
new add ress as far in advance as
possible. This way you will not miss
any of the Alumni Issues. Just fill out
and mail the coupon below.

Street: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State: _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip:
Name of spouse: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ No. of children:
Present employer:

Editor
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Bryant College
Smithfield , RI 02915
name _ _ _ __ _ __

Position held: _ _ _ _ __

Address :
Member of (civic, fraternal organizations): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

class _ __

home address _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

Other activities:

city _ _ _ _ _~state _ _ _L7ip _ __
tel . no._ _ _ _ __

N~ws

notes for Alumni issue :

company name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
company address _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
city _ _ _ _ _~state _ __L7ip-- tel. no. _ _ _ _ __
job title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Signature:
Information supplied without a signature Will not be printed .
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Annual Fund Phonothon Needs You!

On four nights in early May, the telephone lines will be humming with calls to alumni asking for their gift to
the 1976-77 Annual Fund. You can help!
Last year, the phonothon raised over $12,000 toward the $ 50,000 total for the Fund. This year, the goal is
for $15,000. Madeline Stetson '73, Chairperson of the phonothon, stresses the importance of the calls in
"bringing a personal request for support to all members of the alumni family. Our challenge is simple: the
more callers we have, the more people we reach."
This year, the calls will be made on May 2,3,4, and 5 from facilities located on South Main Street inProvidence. The Rhode Island Hospital Trust Company has donated use of the phones and Robert G. Connolly '49,
Assistant Vice President, Consumer Credit Department with Rhode Island Hospital is coordinating arrangments with Mrs. Stetson.
Ample parking is available next to the building. A buffet supper will be served from 5: 30 - and will be followed by a brief training session. Then the volunteers go to work!
Last year, nearly one hundred friends, alumni, students, and employees of the College participated in a
meaningful and often thoroughly enjoyable experience. Why don't you join them this year.
I will be able to help on the 1976 - 77 Annual Fund Phonothon on:

I
Monday, May 2 from 5:30 - 9:30 p.m.
Tuesday, May 3 from 5:30 - 9:30 p.m.
Wednesday, May 4 from 5: 30 - 9: 30 p.m.
Thursday, May 5 from 5: 30 - 9: 30 p.m.

Name

Phone (work)

Address

Phone (home)

City

State

Zip

Mail to Mrs. Madeline Stetson, Chairperson
Annual Fund Phonothon
c/o Alumni & Development Office
Bryant College
Smithfield, RI 02917
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